


10 mark questions are marked with 6 marks for AO1 and 4 marks for AO2.
20 mark questions are marked with 8 marks for AO1, 4 marks for AO2 and 8 marks for AO3.
40 mark questions are marked with 16 marks for AO1, 8 marks for AO2 and 16 marks for AO3.



Design your own school:

Things to consider:

What you think education is for?
How you will achieve this (curriculum, support, 
other aspects)?
Rules/regulations/sanctions?
Uniform?
What facilities?



All will know the main functions of schools, according to functionalists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

What can you remember about 
functionalism and the organic analogy?

Now discuss with your 
partner what you think 
functionalists will say 
the role of education 

is.



All will know the main functions of schools, according to functionalists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

The Functionalist explanation of the 
Role of Education

Read pages 99-100 of the textbook.

Identify what Durkheim, Parsons and Davis and Moore argue are the main functions of 
education.  



All will know the main functions of schools, according to functionalists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

The Functionalist explanation of the 
Role of Education

Read the section on the contemporary relevance of functionalism (pg 99), item C on 
citizenship (page 101) and the article in your booklets regarding the teaching of British 
values.

Discuss in groups
• Do you think that schools should promote ‘British values’?  
• Which values should be included? 

Justify your points & note them down in your booklet



Schools face closure if they fail to promote British values
Plans for a major overhaul of Ofsted inspections will see 20,000 schools in England required to challenge parents and teachers who express support for radical 
Islamic practices

By Tim Ross, Political Correspondent
7:05AM BST 22 Jun 2014
Schools face being closed down by the government if they fail to promote British values such as ensuring children know the difference between right and 
wrong, under plans to prevent extremism in the classroom.  A major overhaul of Ofsted inspections will see 20,000 schools in England required to step in to 
challenge parents, teachers or pupils who express support for radical Islamic practices and other beliefs contrary to the fundamental tenets of British sociIf
inspectors find schools are failing to meet the new requirement, headteachers and governors could be sacked or in the worst cases the school could be closed.  
A consultation from the Department for Education will be launched this week, setting out the details of the new rules.

The plan follows the emergence of the so-called “Trojan Horse” scandal, extensively detailed in a series of Telegraph investigations, in which hardline practices 
were found in schools in Birmingham.  Six schools in the city were put in special measures after Ofsted inspectors found they had fallen into the hands of 
bullying governors who had sought to narrow the curriculum and exclude non-Muslim pupils.  Inspectors described how raffles and tombolas at one primary 
school had been banned from a recent fête because they were considered “un-Islamic” as they promoted gambling.  It was also disclosed that one academy's 
Christmas special assembly was cancelled and a termly assembly staged by a Christian charity had been scrapped. The terms “white prostitute” were used in 
assemblies.

Under moves to prevent a repeat of these events, Michael Gove, the Education Secretary, has drawn up plans requiring schools to promote the British values 
of democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty, mutual respect and tolerance of those of different faiths and beliefs.
Private schools, academies and free schools must already show that they “respect” these values but the wording of the rules is being strengthened to require 
them to “actively promote” British values in the classroom.  The rules are also being extended to cover all local authority run state schools, through changes to 
Ofsted’s operating framework later this year.

A Department for Education spokesman said: “Keeping our children safe and ensuring schools prepare them for life in modern Britain could not be more 
important.“This change is an important step towards ensuring we have a strong legal basis for intervening in those schools where this is an issue.  “The vast 
majority of schools already promote British values – this is about making sure we have the tools we need to intervene if children are being let down.”

The proposed definition of “actively promoting” the required values will include challenging pupils, staff or parents who expressing opinions that are contrary 
to fundamental British values.
Action will also be taken against schools where girls are left at a disadvantage on the grounds of their gender, or where prejudice against people of other faiths 
is encouraged or not sufficiently challenged by staff.

The new rules will also require schools to promote principles which “enable students to distinguish right from wrong” and to respect the civil and criminal law 
of England.
Pupils must also be given broad knowledge of and respect for the country’s public institutions and services, the proposals will say.
From: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/10917305/Schools-face-closure-if-they-fail-to-promote-British-values.html

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/journalists/tim-ross/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/10915718/Governors-at-Trojan-Horse-school-resign-en-masse.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/10899804/Trojan-Horse-how-we-revealed-the-truth-behind-the-plot.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/10917305/Schools-face-closure-if-they-fail-to-promote-British-values.html


All will know the main functions of schools, according to functionalists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Evaluating the Functionalist 
explanation of the Role of Education

Evaluation of functionalist views 
Functionalists assume that students will passively respond to the education system.  
They don’t recognise that students may develop different ideas from those taught.

Functionalist writers argue that education transmits a common set of values, but 
does contemporary society share a common set of values?  Some sociologists these 
values are imposed on people in a form of brain washing which suits powerful 
groups.

As modern societies have become more complex many sociologists recognise an 
increasing diversity of values, rather than shared values.  An example is that ethnic 
diversity has brought with it a range of values in relation to gender, religion and the 
family.

There is evidence that the education system isn’t meritocratic – there are vast 
differences in attainment between class, gender and ethnic groups. Critics argue that 
the education system selects and allocates on the basis of background rather than 
ability.

The values and skills passed on through the education system don’t benefit society 
as a whole, but favour the rich and powerful.  The emphasis on conformity in 
education encourages people to be passive and accept authority in later life.  The 
emphasis on skills for employment provides the capitalist class with workers who 
will maximise their profits.

Read through the criticisms of 
the Functionalist explanation 
of the role of education.

Next to each note down who 
would make the criticism.



All will know the main functions of schools, according to functionalists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

The Functionalist explanation of the 
Role of Education

Homework:
Do questions 1 and 3 of the activity on pages 100-101 of the textbook.  Record your 
responses in your booklet



All will know the main functions of schools, according to Marxists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

The Marxist explanation of the Role of 
Education?

On your whiteboards explain what is meant by the following:

BOURGEOISIE

IDEOLOGY

STATE APPARATUS

FALSE CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS

THE MYTH OF MERITOCRACY



All will know the main functions of schools, according to Marxists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

The Marxist explanation of the Role of 
Education?

Using the words we have just defined, discuss with your 
partner, what you think Marxists will say the role of education 
is.  

BOURGEOISIE
IDEOLOGY
STATE APPARATUS
FALSE CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS
THE MYTH OF MERITOCRACY



The role and function of education i.e. What is 
education for?

The Marxist view of education:
Key thinkers = 
• Althusser (French philosopher, 1970s)
• Bowles and Gintis (American sociologists, 1970s)
• Paul Willis (British sociologist 1970s NEO-MARXIST)
• Pierre Bourdieu (French sociologist 1970s)

In brief the function of education (according to 
Marxists) is:

• To serve the needs and interests of the ruling class
• The hidden curriculum is used to cement expectations 

and aspirations of the proletariat and the bourgeoisie 
in order to maintain inequality and privilege.



All will know the main functions of schools, according to Marxists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Althusser (1971) – Education as an ideological state apparatus (ISA) (also see p. 101 
in text book)
Althusser doesn’t think that education transmits common values; he argues that it is 
an ideological state apparatus with the function of maintaining, legitimising and 
reproducing, generation by generation, class inequalities in wealth and power.  This is 
done by transmitting the values of the ruling class – capitalist values disguised at 
common values.  This allows capitalism to flourish without needing to use force.
Althusser says this is done through the hidden curriculum – working class students 
are encouraged to conform to the capitalist system and accept failure and inequality 
uncritically.

Think of 5 examples of how the hidden 
curriculum in schools encourage conformity to 

capitalist system



All will know the main functions of schools, according to Marxists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Bourdieu (1977) – Symbolic violence
Bourdieu argues that working class cultural attributes are rejected as the education 
system is defined by and for middle classes, who have more cultural capital.  He calls 
the means by which the working classes are duped into accepting their failure and 
limited social mobility as justified symbolic violence.

Think of examples what middle class attributes
might be valued by the education system.



All will know the main functions of schools, according to Marxists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Bowles and Gintis (1976) – Correspondence theory (also see p. 102 in text book)
Bowles and Gintis argue that education reproduces directly the capitalist relations of 
production.  There is a hierarch with the boss at the top and the workers at the 
bottom and both systems have shared skills and attitudes.  Education means that 
workers will unquestioningly adapt to the needs of the system.
Correspondence theory suggests that what goes on at school corresponds directly to 
the world of work.  Teachers are like the bosses and students are like the workers, 
who work for rewards.  The higher up the system the individual progresses, the more 
personal freedom they have to control their own educational or working experiences 
and the more responsibility they have for the outcomes.
Bowles and Gintis point out that success is not totally related to intellectual ability.  
Students who fit in and conform rise above those who challenge the system.  

Use page 102 of the textbook to make notes on 
the different ways that schools correspond to the 

workplace.



All will know the main functions of schools, according to Marxists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Paul Willis – Learning to Labour (page 103-104)

Read the details of Willis’ study.

1. Record his conclusions in just 5 bullet points.

2. How does Willis’ work support the work of the other 
Marxist theorists

3. How does Willis’ work challenge the work of other Marxist 
theorists

4. What are the weaknesses of Willis’ study.



All will know the main functions of schools, according to Marxists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Evaluating Marxist view

Briefly summarise the criticisms of the  Marxist views on the 
role of education.

Discuss:  Consider the weight of evidence.  How convincing do 
you find the Marxist views on the role of education?



All will know the main functions of schools, according to Marxists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

TASK 1:  Read the article “Working class children must learn to 
be middle class”, highlight points supporting the argument that 
schools should teach children how to be middle class.

TASK 2: How does this article relate to Bourdieu’s concept of 
‘symbolic violence’?  Do you think working class students need 
to learn to act in a more middle class way to get on in life?



All will know the main functions of schools, according to Marxists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

HW:  Read the information on The Globalisation and 
privatisation of education (pages 104-105)

Complete the tasks at the end of the activity.



All will identify similarities and differences between Functionalist and Marxist explanations.
Most will explain these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Similarities and differences between the Functionalist and 
Marxist explanations of the role and function of education.

Steady start

Feeling brave

Bristling with confidence

Identify 3 differences

Identify 3 differences and  1 similarity

Identify 3 differences and 2
similarities



Similarities and differences between Functionalist and 
Marxist thought

All will identify similarities and differences between Functionalist and Marxist explanations.
Most will explain these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.



All will identify similarities and differences between Functionalist and Marxist explanations.
Most will explain these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

In what ways does education contribute to 
socialisation in society? [10] 

3 paragraphs, each explaining a distinct way 
that education contributes to society

Each paragraph needs to be well detailed, 
sociologist, theory)

Evidence (as a whole) must be fully explained 
in relation to the point made.

Essentially 3 x PEE

To what extent is education meritocratic.  [20] 

Each point should be a PEE.
It should then be evaluated with a direct 
challenge to the point you have just made 
(just like you did in your inequality section)

Do this 3 times.

Write a conclusion that sums up how far the 
evidence is supported or not.  You must 
make a decision and justify your point.

3 points + 3 counter points

Conclusion



All will identify similarities and differences between Functionalist and Marxist explanations.
Most will explain these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Outline and evaluate the view that education reproduces inequalities in society.  [40] 

4 x points + counter points

Conclusion

Each point should be a PEEL
It should then be evaluated with a direct challenge to the point you have just made 
(just like you did in your inequality section)

Do this 4 times.

Write a conclusion that sums up how far the evidence is supported or not.  You must make 
a decision and justify your point.

This is just the same structure 
as your other 40 marker.



Question 4:



Question 5:





All will identify similarities and differences between Functionalist and Marxist explanations.
Most will explain these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

In what ways does education contribute to 
socialisation in society? [10] 

3 paragraphs, each explaining a distinct way 
that education contributes to society

Each paragraph needs 3 pieces of 
sociological evidence (concept, sociologist, 
theory)

Evidence (as a whole) must be fully explained 
in relation to the point made.

Essentially 3 x PEE

To what extent is education meritocratic.  [20] 

3 x points + counter points

Conclusion

Each point should be a PEE.
It should then be evaluated with a direct 
challenge to the point you have just made 
(just like you did in your inequality section)

Do this 3 times.

Write a conclusion that sums up how far the 
evidence is supported or not.  You must 
make a decision and justify your point.

Work in groups to plan out 
your answer to each of these 

questions.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to Social Democrats.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Durkheim Role allocation

Parsons Meritocracy

Davis and Moore Socialisation

STARTER:   Match the functionalist sociologist to the relevant role of education.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to Social Democrats.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

In some ways, the approach of social democrats to education is similar to the approach of 
functionalists.

✓ Social democrats see education as an opportunity to provide equality of opportunity 
necessary to create a meritocratic society, where the most important positions are filled by 
the most talented people, regardless of their class, gender, ethnicity etc.

✓ They also agree that as societies become more complex education needs to develop to make 
sure that the next generation has the skills, knowledge and aptitudes needed to create 
economic growth and increase wealth.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to Social Democrats.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

o However, social democrats believe that inequalities in society prevent this kind of 
meritocratic society becoming a reality.  If poverty prevents a student from having the same 
chances as a student from a more privileged background it is not possible to create a 
meritocracy.

o Social democrats believe that the government should take measures to bring about greater 
equality of opportunity.  They think that governments should spend money on education so 
that students develop the knowledge and skills needed for economic growth.  This was a 
particularly significant view in the 1960s.

Social democrats differ from Marxists because they believe that it is possible to work within 
capitalism to create a fairer system and that democratic governments can work in the interests 
of those who elect them, rather than the capitalist class.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to Social Democrats.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Halsey – Grammar school system disadvantaged working class children 

Halsey argued that the 11+ exam tested middle-class culture and falsely labelled working class 
children as less intelligent.  This label was believed by the working class and acted on.  Social 
democrats believed in the abolition of the tripartite system and its replacement by the 
comprehensive system, where everyone would receive the same opportunities and children of 
differ classes would mix.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to Social Democrats.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Crossland – Fairer education leads to social mobility

Tony Crossland - a well known Labour Party politician wrote in his book ‘The Future of 
Education’ that a fairer education system would also equalise the distribution of rewards and 
privileges - social mobility would increase which would mean that class distinctions would 
become blurred.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to Social Democrats.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Shulz – Skills and knowledge as forms of capital

The social democratic perspective saw that prosperity would be brought to all by allowing 
everybody to develop their potential and make the maximum contribution to 
society. Theodore Shulz (1961)in the USA argued that skills and knowledge were forms of 
capital.

The belief was that if you invest more in your workforce then efficiency and productivity would 
increase. Evidence in the USA was seen in the fact that farms with educated workforces 
outperformed those farms that the workers were uneducated.  
This was the principle applied to the UK from 1944 with increased spending on education to 
produce a more skilled workforce.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to Social Democrats.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

In what ways is the education 
system meritocratic?

In what ways is the education 
system not meritocratic?



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to Social Democrats.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Evaluation of social democratic approach: (also see p. 105-106 in text book)

Read through and record the criticisms of the social democratic explanation of the role and 
function of education.

Read the activity on page 106-107

Work in pairs to complete all of the questions.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to Social Democrats.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

To what extent would functionalists and Marxists agree with the social democratic approach 
to education?

Agree Disagree

Functionalists

Marxists



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the New Right.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

What do you understand by the terms ‘right wing’ 
and ‘left wing’?  

Who are left wing?  Who are right wing?

The historical background to these terms.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksq8GAVlB-A


LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the New Right.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

There are two elements to the New Right – sometimes they 
have contradictory views.

• Neo-liberals believe that individuals are rational and 
should be allowed to make their own decisions about their 
own futures.

• Neo-conservatives believe that people need guidance and 
their choices need to be limited.

Margaret Thatcher * was strongly influenced by neo-liberal 
thought.

* Hissssssssssssssssssssssssss



The New Right agrees with functionalist approaches to education in some ways.  

✓ They argue that some people are naturally more able than others and that education should create a meritocratic social 
order where the best will prosper.

✓ They also agree that the education system should help to create a united and integrated society by creating a common 
national culture and identity – they see socialisation as a key role of education.

o However, the New Right think that the current education is failing to achieve these goals and needs to be transformed.

The New Right disagree with education being a state monopoly, regarding this as inefficient.  They think that competition is 
needed to stimulate improvement and that the views of the ‘consumer’ (parents, students, businesses) should be taken into 
account.  

They have criticised the running of education by a ‘secret garden’, with a few people controlling education and dominating 
decision making in their own interests.  The New Right want to break down the walls of the secret garden and unleash the 
power of the market (marketisation), letting the consumer decide how education is organised and run.  They want to give 
power to parents – forming a parentocracy.

The New Right are also concerned that education has moved too far in the direction of trying to create equality and that the 
focus should be on standards – this was the motivation behind the 1988 Education Reform Act.  This runs alongside the 
argument for marketisation – if parents have the power to choose which school their child attends this will force schools to 
raise their standards and focus on raising attainment.  Successful schools will grow; the less successful will have to improve, 
be shut or be taken over by the more successful.  This also links to testing, as parents need information about the quality of 
schools.

There is also an argument that many of the UK’s economic problems stem from a narrow focus on academic education and 
knowledge for its own sake.  Some from the New Right argue that schools should have a greater focus on work-based skills 
and less of a focus on aspects such as raising cultural awareness.  However, neo-conservatives value the teaching of classic 
literature and British History.



Buchanan & Tullock – Public choice theory
The New Right have been influenced by J. Buchanan & C. Tullock (1962) with their 
public choice theories. They believe that bureaucracy and democracy are likely to 
produce inefficient and ineffective services with the producers dominating the 
decision-making process and not the consumers. Buchanan and Tullock see our 
education system as a monopoly where consumers cannot freely choose alternatives. 
They believe that education reflects the interests of teachers and the bureaucrats and 
that pupils and parents have little control over education.

Chubb and Moe – Introduction of market forces in education
J. E. Chubb and T. M. Moe have proposed the full introduction of market forces in 
education to raise standards. They believe that in state education students, parents 
and citizens have a legitimate say in how that education system should be run. They 
believe that vested interests tend to undermine the autonomy of schools, restricting 
their ability to respond to the needs and wishes of parents. Chubb and Moe believe 
that state education is intended to serve wider public purposes as determined by 
politicians.

Brown & Lauder - Global economy
In a global economy, new technology and new knowledge are essential for economic 
success.  The primary purpose of education is to develop these skills and instil this 
knowledge.



(also see p. 615-616 of Haralambos)
• Market-led approaches lead to greater inequalities.  Middle class parents are more able to 

manipulate the system and use their cultural capital to get the best education for their 
children (Ball et al, 1994).  This goes against the meritocratic dreams of the classless society.

• The idea that ability is a fixed and natural biological characteristic is questionable.  It ignores 
the impact of material, cultural or educational processes.

• Over-subscribed schools may try to select the bests students to maintain their league table 
position, leaving others to attend less successful schools.  In 2001 David Gillborn found that 
competition leads to marginalisation of working class and ethnic minority students.

• To get the best test results, teachers may end up ‘teaching to the test’ and ignoring the 
broader education of students.

• Levin & Belfield (2006) analysed schools which have used greater marketization principles 
and found only modest improvements in student achievement but combined with greater 
social inequalities.

Read and highlight p. 615-616 of Haralambos to identify 
criticisms of specific aspects of the New Right approach.



Comprehensive values Market Values

Led by agenda of social and 
educational concerns

Ked by agenda of image / budgetary 
concerns

Oriented to serving community needs Oriented to attracting ‘mitivated’ parents / 
‘able’ children

Emphasis on student need Emphasis on student performance

Resource emphasis on ‘less able’ / SEN Resource emphasis on ‘more able’ 

Mixed ability Setting

Integrationist Exclusive

Caring ethos Academic ethos

Emphaisis on good relationships as 
basisi of school discipline

Emphasis on extrinsic indicators of 
discipline e.g. uniform

Cooperation amongst schools Competition between schools

Gerwitz et al



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the New Right.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Task 1:  Identify examples that suggest that the New Right 
approach has been implemented.  

TASK 2:  Look at the activity on pages 108-109 in the text 
book – answer the questions.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the New Right.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Homework: Outline and evaluate the view 
that marketisation improves educational 
provision.  [20] 

(20 mark questions are marked with 8 
marks for AO1, 4 marks for AO2 and 8 
marks for AO3.) 

3 x points + counter points

Conclusion

Each point should be a PEE.
It should then be evaluated with a direct 
challenge to the point you have just made 
(just like you did in your inequality section)

Do this 3 times.

Write a conclusion that sums up how far the 
evidence is supported or not.  You must 
make a decision and justify your point.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the New Right.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Homework: Outline and evaluate the view that marketisation improves educational provision.  
[20] 

Agree point 1:  Marketised education 
improves educational provision because 
meets needs of consumers not the 
producers.
Agree point 2: Marketised education 
improves education provision because it 
allows parents to choose best education for 
their children.
Agree point 3:  Marketisation will raise 
standards in education

Agree point 4::  Marketisation allows schools 
to provide education that meets the needs 
of the economy

Evaluation point 1:

Evaluation point 2:

Evaluation point 3:  

Evaluation point 4: 



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the New Right.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Homework: Outline and evaluate the view that marketisation improves educational provision.  
[20] 

Agree point 1:  Marketised education 
improves educational provision because 
meets needs of consumers not the 
producers. Chubb and Moe, Buchannon and 
Tullock, Secret garden
Agree point 2: Marketised education 
improves education provision because it 
allows parents to choose best education for 
their children. Chubb and Moe
Agree point 3:  Marketisation will raise 
standards in education Chubb and Moe, 
Brown and Lauder
Agree point 4::  Marketisation allows schools 
to provide education that meets the needs 
of the economy Brown and Lauder

Evaluation point 1:

Evaluation point 2:

Evaluation point 3:  

Evaluation point 4: 



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the Feminists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the Feminists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Read the information in your booklets about: 
• Spender - Invisible women
• Hidden curriculum
• Gender socialisation
• and the evaluations of feminist approaches

Record any evidence from your experiences that suggests that boys and girls are treated 
differently in schools.

Read the article in your booklets, highlight evidence that women and men still have different 
experiences in education in the UK.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the Feminists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

1. Find out how many males and females are 
employed in different roles in the school to 
see if females dominate in more subordinate 
roles.

2. Observe a lesson and record each time the 
teacher interacts with girls and boys.  Note 
the number of boys and girls in the class.  Do 
boys receive more attention than girls (as 
Spender found in 1983)?

3. Analyse textbooks from different subject 
areas to see if there are examples of sexism 
i.e. all scientists being presented as men.

4. Interview history, art and/or science teachers 
to find out which men and women they teach 
about.  Does this suggest the curriculum is 
balanced?

5. Design a questionnaire and ask sixth formers 
to fill it out to explore their own experiences 
of gender and education.

6. Find out how many males and females study 
different A level subjects.  You could also find 
out which courses the last cohort of year 13 
students are studying at University.  Are 
males and females participating equally in 
STEM subjects?

Is the Kings of Wessex a gendered school?

Conduct some independent research.  Select of the 
tasks on the right.  

Be ready to present your findings to the class.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the Feminists.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Is the Kings of Wessex a gendered school?



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the liberals and radicals.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the liberals and radicals.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Do we need schools to educate children?

Watch the video.  What do you think the 
arguments for and against radical unschooling 
are?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vz7E78-VQFw


LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the liberals and radicals.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

A few years ago we offered a qualification 
known as OCR GCSE IT.

• Completed over 3 days in year 11.  (Some 
schools teach it in 1-2 days)

• Students gain a whole GCSE grade

• Top grade available is A*

Any problems with this…?



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the liberals and radicals.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Ivan Illich – Deschooling society

Many students, especially those who are poor, intuitively know what the schools do for 
them. They school them to confuse process and substance. Once these become blurred, a 
new logic is assumed: the more treatment there is, the better are the results; or, escalation 
leads to success. The pupil is thereby "schooled" to confuse teaching with learning, grade 
advancement with education, a diploma with competence, and fluency with the ability to say 
something new. His imagination is "schooled" to accept service in place of value. Medical 
treatment is mistaken for health care, social work for the improvement of community life, 
police protection for safety, military poise for national security, the rat race for productive 
work. Health, learning, dignity, independence, and creative endeavour are defined as little 
more than the performance of the institutions which claim to serve these ends, and their 
improvement is made to depend on allocating more resources to the management of 
hospitals, schools, and other agencies in question.

Discuss with a partner – what does this mean?



Ivan Illich – Deschooling society

Many students, especially those who are poor, intuitively know 
what the schools do for them. They school them to confuse 
process and substance. Once these become blurred, a new logic 
is assumed: the more treatment there is, the better are the 
results; or, escalation leads to success. The pupil is thereby 
"schooled" to confuse teaching with learning, grade 
advancement with education, a diploma with competence, and 
fluency with the ability to say something new. His imagination is 
"schooled" to accept service in place of value. Medical treatment 
is mistaken for health care, social work for the improvement of 
community life, police protection for safety, military poise for 
national security, the rat race for productive work. Health, 
learning, dignity, independence, and creative endeavour are 
defined as little more than the performance of the institutions 
which claim to serve these ends, and their improvement is made 
to depend on allocating more resources to the management of 
hospitals, schools, and other agencies in question.

In other words Illich argued that:
• society itself has suffered since we have substituted "process" for 

"substance" in our quest for objective and fair standards of 
measurement and in wishing to make up for genuine differences in 
achievement. 

• I.e. too much emphasis is placed on accreditation for a skill (etc) rather 
than the learning of that skill.

• Illich presumes that there is a general belief that society will indeed get 
the best people via the certification process. 

• Illich believes this is not only false, but has other negative consequences 
besides the belief's falseness. 

There are four logical possibilities about any person in relation to 
any job. 

1. The person has the skill and ability AND the 
credential. 

2. The person has the skill and ability BUT NOT the 
credential. 

3. The person does not have the skill and ability BUT 
DOES have the credential. 

4. The person has NEITHER the skill and ability OR 
the credential. 

4)  4 can be discounted: Illich has no more sympathy for this 
individual as a candidate for social rewards than does the 
credentialing system. 

1)  It is often assumed that those in position 1; i.e. those with 
credentials ARE skilled also.

Illich thinks there is a huge degree of evidence that 
indicates that this isn’t the case.

2)  Despite being skilled and talented people in position 2 are 
very often excluded from the work place by social custom 
and even by law. 

Illich focuses on both the terrible injustice to deny the 
individual his or her talents, and at the same time brings 
our attention to the great social loss by denying society the 
benefit of the genuine talents and skills. 

3) Case 3 is another case which interests Illich - that 
credentials often do not tell us much about what we can 
expect in skill or knowledge.



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the liberals and radicals.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Ivan Illich – Deschooling society

There are four logical possibilities 
about any person in relation to any job. 

1. The person has the skill and 
ability AND the credential. 

2. The person has the skill and 
ability BUT NOT the credential. 

3. The person does not have the 
skill and ability BUT DOES have 
the credential. 

4. The person has NEITHER the skill 
and ability OR the credential. 

Who should get the job?

Who might get the job?

Is this a problem?



LO: All will know the main functions of schools, according to the liberals and radicals.
Most will evaluate these views.
Some will use sociological studies to explore these ideas.

Ivan Illich – Deschooling society

Read the information in the textbook about Illich – pg 111-112

Explain what Illich suggests education should be like.

Somerhill School

Watch the video and read the information in the activity on page 112:

1. Discuss – what are the differences between this and Kings?  
2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of this approach to education?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERQKi9fBRnw


LO: All will know the what the theoretical viewpoints on the link between education and the 
economy is.  Most will be able to explain how new vocationalism reflects these theories  Some 
will be able to explain theoretical responses to new vocationalism.

1. What do Functionalists, Marxists and the New Right think the role of education is? 

2. Read through the information in your booklet, explain how each theory says that 
the education system meets the needs of the economy.  Add this to your mind 
map.

3. Read through the examples of how theorists arguments show the link between 
education and the economy.  Explain the link on your table.

4. Add these theorists to your mind map.

5. Take a photo of the mind map and stick it into your booklet.



Functionalism

Parsons Selects and 

allocates 

occupational 

position.

Durkheim Creates a skilled 

workforce.

Davis and 

Moore

Allocates people to 

the right positions.

Marxism

Bowles 

and Gintis

Creates a 

subservient 

workforce.

Bourdieu Creates illusion of 

equality to enable 

happy workers



Read through pages 117-118 of the handout.  
Draw up a timeline of initiatives in vocational 

education.    
For each:  Name, detail, what it’s trying to achieve, 

party that introduced it.  
HW:  Research into what has been done in terms of 
vocational educational education since 2010.  Add 

these to your timeline.

LO: All will know the what the theoretical viewpoints on the link between education and the 
economy is.  Most will be able to explain how new vocationalism reflects these theories  Some 
will be able to explain theoretical responses to new vocationalism.



1. Read through pages 117-118 of the handout.  
Draw up a timeline of initiatives in vocational 

education.    
For each:  Name, detail, what it’s trying to achieve, 

party that introduced it.  
2. Read the information on Vocational Education 

since 2010 and add these to your timelines

LO: All will know the what the theoretical viewpoints on the link between education and the 
economy is.  Most will be able to explain how new vocationalism reflects these theories  Some 
will be able to explain theoretical responses to new vocationalism.



LO: All will know the what the theoretical viewpoints on the link between education and the 
economy is.  Most will be able to explain how new vocationalism reflects these theories  Some 
will be able to explain theoretical responses to new vocationalism.

Conservative Policy: 2010-

2015:  Degree level apprenticeships launched.  

These were described by the Guardian as being 

“designed as a new approach for students to achieve a degree and 
professional qualification. Candidates can learn as they earn, studying 
for a degree while in full-time employment. Tuition fees are covered by 
the apprenticeship levy, meaning students can sidestep the massive 
debt accrued by their contemporaries… According to government 
estimates, a degree apprentice could earn up to £150,000 more over the 
course of their career than other graduates.”



LO: All will know the what the theoretical viewpoints on the link between education and the 
economy is.  Most will be able to explain how new vocationalism reflects these theories  Some 
will be able to explain theoretical responses to new vocationalism.

Conservative Policy: 2010-…..
2020:  T levels 
The gov.uk website describes these as:  T Levels are new 2-year 
courses, designed with employers, to give young people the skills 
that industry needs. From 2020, they will give post-GCSE 
students a technical alternative to A levels and will help them to 
get a skilled job.  T Levels will provide a mixture of:
• technical knowledge and practical skills specific to their 

chosen industry or occupation
• an industry placement of at least 45 days in their chosen 

industry or occupation
• relevant maths, English and digital skills
• common workplace skills
Students who achieve a T Level will get a nationally recognised 
certificate, which will set out what they have achieved as part of 
the programme.
T Levels will offer students a mixture of classroom or workshop-
based learning and ‘on-the-job’ experience in the following 
industries:

• digital
• construction
• education and childcare
• engineering and manufacturing
• health and science
• legal, finance and accounting
• hair and beauty
• agriculture, environment and animal 

care
• business and administration
• catering and hospitality
• creative and design

Through doing a T Level, students will be 
able to: learn broad core knowledge and 
practical skills relevant to all occupations 
in their chosen industry from the 
beginning of their course
develop specialist technical skills 
relevant to at least one occupation



Read through pages 118-120  Describe the response of 
each theory to New Vocationalism.

LO: All will know the what the theoretical viewpoints on the link between education and the 
economy is.  Most will be able to explain how new vocationalism reflects these theories  Some 
will be able to explain theoretical responses to new vocationalism.



Theoretical responses to examples of vocational education

Consider each of the three examples of vocational education.  
Identify how each theory would respond to each of the examples.

LO: All will know the what the theoretical viewpoints on the link between education and the 
economy is.  Most will be able to explain how new vocationalism reflects these theories  Some 
will be able to explain theoretical responses to new vocationalism.



Theoretical responses to examples of vocational education

Vocational GCSE’s and A levels
(Replaced GNVQs – studied in schools as 

alternative to academic courses) for example BTec
courses

GNVQs originally introduced by Conservatives, 
replaced by Labour with vocational GCSEs.



Theoretical responses to examples of vocational education

NDYP (New Deal for Young People)
Offered full time education or training for up to 12 
months OR 6 months employment in govt agency 

or voluntary sector OR subsidised job (i.e. Not 
subject to minimum wage) with day release.   
Refusal to participate led to loss of benefits.

Introduced by Labour



Theoretical responses to examples of vocational education

Apprenticeships
3 levels of apprenticeship:  intermediate, 

advanced, higher (equiv to degree).  Work directly 
for employer.  Training must be included.  

Minimum wage (NMW) for Apprenticeships (apart 
from higher level apprenticeships) is £2.68p/h. 

Post 19 - the employer must pay the NMW 
appropriate for their age. 

Apprenticeships expanded by Labour, continued 
under Coalition.  One of the options following 

raising of leaving age to 18.



Education and the economy revision:

From a .......................point of view the link between education and the 
economy is a ......................... and a clear one. For instance directly after World 
War Two when there was a shortage of .......................... in Britain the school 
leaving age was only 15 because young peoples' labour power was needed to 
rebuild the .................................
Later as economic circumstances and pressures changed the school leaving age 
was raised to 16 and new .................... were introduced as new skills were 
needed in the economy. New ...................... from a functionalist perspective 
can be seen as an example of this process.

However from a Marxist perspective the link between education and the 
............................ is less positive. The education system is seen to mirror the 
conflicts and divisions of .............................. society. As part of the 
superstructure schools therefore organise themselves to ......................... class 
divisions. Students are streamed and selected on class lines and the purpose of 
education for the majority is to create a compliant,  ....................... and docile 
working class. New Vocationalism can be seen from a Marxist perspective as an 
example of this process

Fill the gaps in the paragraphs below, using the words provided at the bottom of the slide

capitalist economy economy functionalist labour obedient perpetuate positive qualifications 
Vocationalism



HW: 

Revise all of the role of education material in anticipation of a 
timed essay after half term.



New Vocationalism : How closely should education and the 
economy be linked?

The issue of whether education is providing the right types of 

skills for the economy has come under scrutiny from 

sociologists

New Vocationalism is an example of a social policy designed to 

establish close links between education and the economy

New Vocationalism has been criticised by Marxist sociologists

Education and the economy:  Vocational Education -
REVISION



• Many 16 year olds judged to 
be ill equipped for work

• In Higher educational there 
was a shortage of engineering 
and manufacturing students

• Politicians suggested Britain 
was disadvantaged compared 
with other countries

• Vocational qualifications such 
as BTEC and City & Guilds 
were seen as lower status 
qualifications - and were more 
for post 16 students

New Vocationalism This argument emerged again 

strongly in the 1980’s

Education and the economy:  Vocational Education -
REVISION

Conservative politicians 

felt that education had 

been in the hands of 

liberalists for too long and 

the emphasis on academic 

over vocational 

qualifications was 

damaging the economy



New Vocationalism - there is a difference between 
vocational education and vocational training!

Vocational Education refers to 

industry related studies at school and 

college

Vocational training refers to training  

in work or work-like situations

Education and the economy:  Vocational Education -
REVISION



• GNVQ’s were introduced in 1993 
– at Level 3 these are now named 
Vocational A levels

• NVQ’s were introduced 1993 -
usually for those in work to 
attend on day release 

• Curriculum 2000 brought the 
AS/A2 levels which are meant to 
be easily combined with 
vocational A levels and to include 
KEY SKILLS

Examples of Vocational education 

Education and the economy:  Vocational Education -
REVISION

• 1983 YTS (Youth Training Scheme) 
to give school leavers some ‘on 
the job training’

• 1990 YT (Youth Training) replaced 
YTS –more flexible.

• 1997 New Deal – all under 25’s 
receiving benefits were required 
to take up a subsidised job 

• or voluntary work or full time 
education/training

Examples of Vocational Training

Trends:

• Statistics suggest that white middle class 

students are more inclined to follow 

traditional academic A Levels whereas 

working class and ethnic minority students 

are over represented on vocational courses

• There are still issues surrounding “parity of 

esteem”



Criticisms of New Vocationalism

Marxist Sociologist 

Phil Cohen 1984 -

the real purpose of 

New Vocationalism

is social control. To 

create good 

behaviour and 

discipline rather 

than training for 

work. Young people 

who refuse to take 

part are ‘punished’ 

by having benefits 

withdrawn.

Education and the economy:  Vocational Education -
REVISION

Low Skills:
• The sorts of 

skills taught 
are only useful 
for low paid 
insecure jobs.

• Employers 
have been 
known to 
abuse the 
system by 
treating it as a 
source of 
cheap labour

• Few schemes 
develop into 
full time jobs

Inequalities continue
• NV perpetuates 

the class 
inequalities of 
the education 
system

• NV courses and 
schemes are 
heavily 
populated by 
working class 
students and 
ethnic minorities

• Sex stereotyping 
is reinforced by 
NV schemes –
girls are often 
channelled into 
retail and 
hairdressing


